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FOR CONSEC CNM ATTN CORRY PD YOUR MSG WILLIAM LOVE NINE NINE THREE PD PARA ONE PD REASON OUR RECOMMENDING CONCURRENCE IS OUR OPINION SOLUTION PRESENTED GCHQ ONE FOUR ONE FIVE TWO EIGHT ZEBRA PERMITS DESIRES OF BOTH SIDE TO BE MET WITHOULT JEOPARDIZING UNCLE SUGAR OBJECTIVE PD SEE LAST SENTENCE PARA FOUR OF REFERENCE PD THIS MEANS OUR REPRESENTATIVE COULD BE VICTOR KEAY AND UNCLE KING REPRESENTATIVE COULD BE FROM GCHQ IF THEY 30 DESIRE PD IN THIS WAY WE CAN SATISFY OUR CONCERN OVER PERSONNEL SECURITY AND GCHQ THEIRS OVER TECHNICAL COMPETENCE PD IT SEEMS TO US THAT TELLING PARODI PRECISELY WHOM HE MUST DESIGNATE WOULD NOT GO WELL WITH FRENCH AND MIGHT JEOPARDIZE THE WHOLE PROGRAM PD IF PARODI NOMINEE CONSENSIBLE FOR EITHER REASON HOWEVER CMA PARODI WOULD OF COURSE BE TOLD JUST AS HE WOULD IF ANY OF THE TECHNICAL DELEGATES WERE UNSUITABLE PD HOWEVER CMA WE BELIEVE THAT IF THE AMBASSADORIAL BRIEFING IS WELL DONE PARODI WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY PICK THE RIGHT MAN PD SECOND SENTENCE PARA FIVE BAKER MEANS THAT REPRESENTATIVES IN STAGE BAKER WHEN MEETING TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS FOR TECHNICAL TALKS WOULD EXCHANGE LIST OF DELEGATES PD UNCLE KING AND UNCLE SUGAR REPRESENTATIVES WOULD THEN HAVE CHANCE TO DISAPPROVE ON SECURITY GROUNDS OR TECHNICAL GROUNDS PD PARA TWO PD WE ARE HANDICAPPED IN ANSWERING YOU ANYMORE FULLY AS COPY OF EIGHT OCTOBER MEMO NOT AVAILABLE PD KEEP IN MIND THAT THERE IS NO WAY OF GUARANTEEING THAT FRENCH DELEGATION WILL BE WHAT WE WANT BUT THIS UNCLE KING DASH UNCLE SUGAR COMPROMISE APPROACH SEEMS TO US TO OFFER BEST CHANCE OF COMING CLOSEST TO OUR ORIGINATOR:

MR. FRIEDMAN

DATE/TIME GROUP
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